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Voxengo Spatifier 1.8

Voxengo announces the release of Spatifier v1.8, a “mono to stereo” spatial

enhancer plugin for professional sound and music production applications, available

in AAX, AudioUnit, VST, and VST3 plug-in formats, for macOS and Windows

computers.

This version features the following changes. It is suggested that you re-evaluate the

plugin due to these improvements; if you didn't like the sound you got before, you

may change your opinion about Spatifier now.

Added the "Stereo" parameter which adjusts "stereo width" of the effect.

Added the "Type 2" internal random number generator (PRVHASH 4.3) that

produces a smoother sound.
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Reduced master output meter's range to 6..-48 dB, for better resolution.

Spatifier is a “mono to stereo” spatial enhancer effect AAX, AudioUnit, and VST

plugin for professional sound and music production applications. This plugin can be

effectively used to turn mono tracks into spatially-enhanced stereo tracks: it works

great for clean and distorted guitars, synth instruments, piano, organ, back vocals,

and other sounds. Beside that, Spatifier can be used to “densify” the sound of

reverb sends, and to add “body” to thin and flat sounds.

Spatifier decorrelates the signal in the left and right channels while retaining the

“mono compatibility”. Such decorrelation creates the “as wide as possible”

surround effect. This effect can be usually used in place of double-tracking

technique. The spatial impression can be adjusted in the range from the “in your

face”, direct, to a more distant, room sound.

Spatifier achieves its result by first designing a complex impulse response that is

then used by its internal convolution processor. The impulse response is defined by

means of graphic equalizer-like controls (which can be adjusted in a freehand mode

with the right mouse button). This makes it possible to set the spatial effect for

each frequency band individually.  In many practical cases Spatifier adds a great

deal of warmness and enriches the timbre of the sound being processed.

A demo version of Spatifier can be downloaded freely at the Voxengo web site.

www.voxengo.com
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